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Proteins are biochemical entities consisting of one or more blocks typically folded in a 3D pattern. Each block (a polypeptide) is a
single linear sequence of amino acids that are biochemically bonded together.The amino acid sequence in a protein is defined by the
sequence of a gene or several genes encoded in the DNA-based genetic code. This genetic code typically uses twenty amino acids,
but in certain organisms the genetic code can also include two other amino acids. After linking the amino acids during protein
synthesis, each amino acid becomes a residue in a protein, which is then chemically modified, ultimately changing and defining
the protein function. In this study, the authors analyze the amino acid sequence using alignment-free methods, aiming to identify
structural patterns in sets of proteins and in the proteome, without any other previous assumptions. The paper starts by analyzing
amino acid sequence data by means of histograms using fixed length amino acid words (tuples). After creating the initial relative
frequency histograms, they are transformed and processed in order to generate quantitative results for information extraction and
graphical visualization. Selected samples from two reference datasets are used, and results reveal that the proposed method is able
to generate relevant outputs in accordance with current scientific knowledge in domains like protein sequence/proteome analysis.
1. Introduction
Tyers and Mann [1] identified the future importance of
proteomics (the study of the proteome) and the requisites
needed to fulfill its potential. The proteome concept has
been studied by researchers like Nicodeme et al. [2], Bock
and Gough [3], and Nabieva et al. [4], just to mention a
few. Nowadays most of proteome research uses alignment
methods and focuses on portions of the protein sequence
code.
While chromosome sizes range from tens of thousands
to thousands of million base nucleotides, protein sizes range
from half a dozen up to tens of thousands of amino acids.
Another difference between genome and proteome codifica-
tion is in the alphabets used of: in the genome the DNA base
nucleotides belong to a 4 symbols of alphabet {A,C,G,T};
in the amino acids sequences of the proteome, the alphabet
contains at least 20 symbols [5]. In this study the following
set of 21 amino acids was adopted: alanine: A; Cysteine: C;
aspartic acid: D; glutamic acid: E; phenylalanine: F; glycine
G; histidine:H; isoleucine: I; lysine: K; leucine: L;methionine:
M; asparagine:N; proline: P; glutamine:Q; arginine: R; serine:
S; threonine: T; selenocysteine: U; valine: V; tryptophan: W;
and tyrosine: Y [6].
Inspired by the work of Vinga and Almeida [7] on
alignment-free comparison methods, in [8] the authors
describe how the nuclear and chromosomal genomes are
analyzed as DNA sequences of symbols from the {A,C,G,T}
nucleotide alphabet and how information processing meth-
ods are applied to generate several types of data visualizations
depicting distinct levels of structural organization. To be
able to cope with different DNA sequence lengths, the
authors adopted a histogram-based approach, converting the
sequence information into tuples and then counting relative
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Figure 1: HRF and HSRF of the human chromosome 1.
tuple frequencies along the whole sequence. After generating
the histograms for the input sequences, those histograms
are processed by mathematical tools and further information
about chromosomes, genomes, and organisms is produced.
Weiss et al. [9] stated that protein sequences can be
regarded as slightly edited random strings. Dai andWang [10]
introduced the “protein sequence space” concept to explore
similar sequences using statistical measures. Another amino
acid sequence approach is described by Hemmerich and Kim
[11] based on correlation measures and is able to classify
proteins without alignment information.
In this paper a histogram-based approach is proposed
for dealing with and analyzing the amino acid sequences of
proteins. Before counting relative frequencies of amino acid
tuples, the tuple length to use must be defined, as well as the
process of moving from one tuple to the next one. Because
the adopted amino acid alphabet contains 21 symbols and
amino acid sequences typically do not exceed 40000 symbols,
only tuples of length 𝑛 = {1, 2, 3} were considered, knowing
that the total number of different tuples is 21𝑛 for a certain
n (𝑛 = 4 allows 194481 different tuples, much larger than
40000). As such, when using 𝑛 > 2, most of many protein’s
relative frequencies tend to be zero. For moving from one
𝑛-tuple to the next, the one amino acid sliding window was
adopted (i.e., overlap of 𝑛 − 1 amino acids).
A histogram of relative frequencies (HRF) of a sequence
containing symbols from a certain alphabet may be consid-
ered a digest or hash representation of that sequence.The size
of an HRF does not depend on the sequence length, but only
on the tuple size adopted for counting the relative frequencies,
which facilitates the comparison of sequences with different
lengths and does not require previous assumptions about the
sequences’ contents.
Figure 1 shows the HRF of human chromosome 1 ([12],
6-tuple bins) and the same frequencies sorted from left to
right in decreasing mode. Figure 2 (4935 amino acids, 2-
tuple bins) corresponds to the PCLO HUMAN Q9Y6V0-
6 protein (Swiss-Prot:Q9Y6V0-6). In both cases the HRFs
merely reveal large variations between relative frequencies,
while the histograms of sorted relative frequencies (HSRF)
show a pattern similar to the “Pareto principle,” commonly
associated with Power-Law (PL) relationships [13, 14].
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Figure 2: HRF and HSRF of the PCLO HUMAN Q9Y6V0-6
protein.
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Figure 3: HSRFs of the FINC RAT P04937-4 protein (𝑛 = {1, 2, 3})
with normalized horizontal and vertical axes.
Figure 3 shows the effect of using distinct values of n for
generating several HSRFs of the sample FINC RAT P04937-
4 protein (Swiss-Prot:P04937-4). For 1-tuple bins, the PL
relationship does not show up, but for 2 tuples it is clearly
visible. Although the PL pattern is still noticeable for 3 tuples,
most of the bins in the HSRF are zero due to the small size of
the protein sequence (∼2400 amino acids≪ 213).
2. Methods
2.1. Datasets. The protein sequences used in this study
were downloaded in the first week of January 2012 from
the Universal Protein Resource database [15], namely, the
archives “Complete UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot data set” (Dataset
1) and “Additional sequences of the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
data set that represent all annotated splice variants” (Dataset
2), both using the FASTA format. Dataset 1 was selected
because it contains a very large sample of proteins (associated
to genes and organisms) and Dataset 2 because it mostly
contains isoforms of a large number of proteins in Dataset
1.
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2.2. Implementation. From the analysis of Figures 1–5 we
decided to adopt statistical methods for studying protein
sequence information and for highlighting underlying rela-
tionships between protein sequences. As such, we identified
the histogram of relative frequencies (HRF) and the his-
togram of sorted relative frequencies (HSRF) as the main
tools to use. Both in HRF and HSRF, each bin is associated
with an n-tuple of amino acids, chosen from an alphabet of
21 distinct amino acids. Considering that the size of longest
protein sequence is less than 40000 and that, for a certain n,
the number of different n-tuples is 21𝑛, the choice of adequate
values for 𝑛 is {1, 2, 3} (larger values of 𝑛 originate HRF and
HSRF mostly containing null bins).
The sorting technique adopted to transform a HRF into
an HSRF is usually associated with the statistical analysis of
phenomena characterized by Power-Law (PL) relationships.
In fact, there is a broad class of natural and manmade
phenomenawhose statistical description includes histograms
with long tails and may be approximated by expressions like
𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥
𝑏
, 𝑎 > 0, 𝑏 < 0, (1)
where (a, b) are parameters related to the analyzed phenom-
ena.
In this study about protein sequences, there was no
significant a priori knowledge about the type of resulting his-
tograms. After initial experiments with the HRFs and HSRFs
of many protein sequences and the detection of PL patterns
in those HSRFs, we were convinced that this approach could
lead to an assertive characterization of proteins, genes, and
organisms. Therefore, by using the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
protein datasets, many HSRFs were computed along with
their respective PL regression using the “hrfpl” application.
Because proteins are associated with genes and the chosen
datasets contain many homologous proteins of the same
gene, the “hrfplg” was built to compute the PL regression of
proteins per gene.
The process of generating an HSRF from an HRF is
done by sorting of the n-tuple bins so that they become
listed by decreasing values of relative frequency. During
the sorting, the initial bin sequence, numbered from 1 to
21
𝑛, is transformed into a distinct bin sequence, with a
bin numbering different from the initial one (the final bin
numbering is a permutation of the initial one). Both the initial
and final bin numberings may be treated as “ranked lists”
and processed by any method able to compute a “distance”
between ranked lists, which behaves like another parameter
(𝑐) related to protein sequence analysis. To compute the
(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) parameters at once from a set of HRFs, the following
methods were implemented:
(i) PL regression + Kendall-Tau distance “hrfplkt” [16];
(ii) PL regression + Spearman FR distance “hrfplsf ” [17];
(iii) PL regression + Canberra distance “hrfplcd” [18].
After computing the (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) parameters for a set of
protein sequences, eventually gene or organism related, the
results can be visualized by means of 2D graphics involving
two of the aforementioned parameters: a versus b, a versus
c, and so forth. Another possibility is a 3D visualization with
the three parameters bymeans of 3D rendered graphics using
shadows, reflections, and other visual artifacts or 3D videos.
Observing some regularities in 2D graphics-relating PL
parameters (𝑎, 𝑏), we decided to calculate the trend-line
parameters (𝑝, 𝑞) of a set of related protein sequences by using
the following regression:
𝑏 = 𝑝 log (𝑎) + 𝑞 (2)
which is aiming to improve the perception of underlying
regularities.
In order to compare the results of the methods described
in this study with the methods presented in [8], we include
a brief description of the HRF-based methods in that paper.
After computing several HRFs, the first step is to build a
square correlation matrix relating each HRF to all others.
Typically a correlation matrix entry varies between 0 (no
correlation) and 1 (100% correlated). To compute distance
measures between HRFs, many techniques may be applied—
the following one was adopted: Jensen-Shannon divergence
“hrfcorrjsd” [19, 20].Themultidimensional scaling technique
(MDS, [21]) can be used for the visualization of correlation
matrix data in 2D or 3D graphics by means of the GGobi
software package [22].
2.3. Testing. Although the application of PL to research-
involving proteins was firstly described by Huynen and
Nimwegen [23], Qian et al. [24], and Karev et al. [25], the
recent availability of new data sets of protein sequences
related to genes and organisms opens up new research
possibilities. For instance, Dataset 1 contains 131771 protein
sequences belonging to 21231 genes or 6751 organisms as
follows (Figure 4):
(i) 43 genes, each having 500 or more proteins;
(ii) 185 genes, each having 100 or more proteins;
(iii) 1379 genes, each having 10 or more proteins,
or
(i) 19 organisms, each having 500 or more proteins;
(ii) 256 organisms, each having 100 or more proteins;
(iii) 1400 organisms, each having 10 or more proteins.
Figure 4 shows the frequencies of protein sizes up to
6000 amino acids, with most of the proteins inside the [20–
1500] interval. In Dataset 2, there are 30800 protein/isoform
sequences, corresponding to 11960 genes (of which 300 have
10 or more protein/isoforms) or 614 organisms (of which
31 have 10 or more proteins/isoforms). Figure 5 shows the
frequencies of protein sizes up to 6000 amino acids, withmost
of the proteins inside the [30–3000] interval.
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Figure 4: Frequencies of protein sizes for 131771 proteins (Dataset
1).
Figure 5: Frequencies of protein sizes for 30800 proteins (Dataset
2).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Regression-Based-Only Approaches. In Figure 5 the abso-
lute frequencies of the 30800 protein sequences of Dataset 2
were shown. Figure 6 shows the PL regressions (𝑎, 𝑏) of all
those protein sequences. The spatial distribution of all (𝑎, 𝑏)
values clearly denotes a linear pattern of organization around
the diagonal line from the top-left corner to the bottom-right
corner of that figure, with some spread around that line.
Because Figure 6 suggests the possibility that the
locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of HSRFs may have underlying regularities,
in Figure 7(a) we plot the locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of 27204 proteins
belonging to 40 genes (each gene having at least 500 proteins
from several organisms), in which each symbol represents a
protein from a certain gene. It is clearly visible that almost
all the genes have a linear protein distribution along the
log(a) versus b top-left bottom-right diagonal. Figure 7(b)
details the PL regression locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of genes APT, ARGB,
and AROA present in Figure 7(a). These three genes contain
1803 protein sequences.
The 638 protein HSRF PL regressions of the APT gene
(diamond-shaped symbols) generate a trend line with an
81.4% 𝑅2 goodness of fit. For the PL regressions of the 585
protein HSRFs of the ARGB gene (circle-shaped symbols),
the trend-line has an 84.7% 𝑅2 goodness of fit. Lastly, for
the PL regressions of the 580 protein HSRFs of the AROA
Figure 6: Locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of PL regressions of all 2-tuple HSRFs in
Dataset 2.
gene (square-shaped symbols), the resulting trend line has a
98.0% 𝑅2 goodness of fit. In all these genes the goodness of
fit is very high and their proteins HSRF PL regressions are
remarkably aligned in “lines.”
In Figure 7(b) the HSRF PL regressions were obtained
for each gene, but regressions can also be derived for each
organism, as represented in Figure 7(c). This figure depicts
four organisms (ARATH, HUMAN, MOUSE, and TREPA),
each including at least 15 proteins from Dataset 1, with 32
genes involved (82% of the genes shared between organisms).
In Figure 7(c), no organism-protein regularities are detected
(this was confirmed by other test cases).
Figure 8 shows the locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of 2463 proteins/isoforms
belonging to 100 genes (each gene having at least 14 pro-
teins/isoforms from several organisms), with each symbol
representing a protein from a certain gene. A similar “line
alignment” regularity is depicted by most of the 100 genes.
When each gene is subjected to a trend-line regression, only
9 of the 100 genes have 𝑅2 goodness of fit values below 80%,
with 27 genes having 𝑅2 goodness of fit values above 99%.
In Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 8, it was observed that proteins
of the same gene tend to be aligned in straight lines. This
motivated the application of a second-level abstraction to the
PL regression locus (𝑎, 𝑏) in order to facilitate the perception
of new regularities: the (𝑝, 𝑞) trend-line regression from locus
(𝑎, 𝑏) data. Figure 9(a) shows the locus (𝑝, 𝑞) of the trend-line
regression for the 40 genes and the associated protein data
used in Figure 7(a). Each circle in Figure 9(a) represents a
gene with an area inversely proportional to its PL regression
𝑅
2 goodness of fit. The locus (𝑝, 𝑞) is remarkably close to
a linear fitting, which is confirmed by its significant 𝑅2
goodness of fit: 99.0%. The discrepancy in the PL regression
𝑅
2 goodness of fit value for the 40 genes in Figures 7(a) and
9(a) is depicted by the distinct circle areas and detailed in
Figure 9(b), which shows the distribution of 𝑅2 goodness of
fit values (16 values in 40 below 90%).
Figure 10(a) shows the locus (𝑝, 𝑞) of the trend-line
regression for the 1544 genes (at least 5 proteins/gene
within 12412 protein sequences/isoforms fromDataset 2) and
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Figure 7: (a) PL regression locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of 27204 2-tuple HSRFs in Dataset 1. (b) PL regression locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of genes APT, ARGB and AROA
(1803 2-tuple HSRFs) in Dataset 1. (c) PL regression locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of organisms ARATH, HUMAN, MOUSE, and TREPA (66 2-tuple HSRFs)
in Dataset 1.
Figure 10(b) depicts the corresponding distribution of 𝑅2
goodness of fit values (434 values in 1544 below 90%).
3.2. Regression-Based and Distance Approaches. As described
in Section 2,whenever anHRF is sorted by decreasing relative
frequencies and generates an HSRF, the bin numbering
sequence is modified. Assuming that all HRFs use the initial
bin numbering sequence {1, 2, . . . , 21𝑛}, each HSRF will
contain a permuted sequence of the initial one.The particular
permutation depends on the sorting process and the HRF
relative frequencies. Being the sorting process universal, an
HSRF bin numbering sequence only depends on the contents
of its associated HRF.
Any bin numbering sequence can be considered a ranked
list of integers in the range [1, 21𝑛], so any method that
computes the distance between ranked lists can be used for
finding the distance between bin numbering sequences. This
means that an HSRF can be used to extract three parameters
as follows:
(i) (𝑎, 𝑏)—PL regression on the sorted relative frequen-
cies;
(ii) (𝑐)—distance between the HRF and HSRF ranked
lists.
An immediate implication of having (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) instead
of merely (𝑎, 𝑏) is that PL regression plots become 3-
dimensional, allowing for the detection of new and previously
not described regularities.
Previously three techniques were described to simulta-
neously compute the locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) from a set of protein’s
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2, including canonical protein sequences and isoforms.
HRFs: PL regression + Kendall-Tau distance, PL regression
+ Spearman FR distance, and PL regression + Canberra
distance. Using the 1083 proteins of genes APT, ARGB, and
AROA (see Figure 7(b)), the three methods were tested. It
was found that the method with the best visual performance
is “PL regression + Canberra distance,” whose results are
presented in Figure 11(a), which depicts a 3D rendering, with
shadows, of the locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of all 1083 proteins (colored by
gene). In this figure the existence of three gene clusters, clearly
separated from each other is very noticeable. Beyond being
elongated, each cluster is also mostly planar. The “shadow in
the floor” is an approximation of Figure 7(b).
One important task is the identification of proteins
belonging to the aforementioned 3D clusters. The GGobi
interactive software package is a versatile tool for the analysis
and exploration of complex data and was used to create
Figure 11(b). There we can see a 2D projection of the 3D
clusters and some labeled proteins. Using GGobi, we verified
that each cluster is composed by proteins codified by the same
gene (APT, ARGB, or AROA) and not by organism type (also
verified in Figures 7(b) and 7(c)).
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the resulting 3D gene
clustering when the “PL regression + Canberra distance”
method is applied to 40 genes (27204 2-tupleHRFs inDataset
1), previously represented in Figure 7(a).The 3D gene clusters
of Figures 12(a) and 12(b) basically exhibit the same patterns
previously described for Figure 11(a). Nevertheless, some new
regularities can now be detected when viewing the clusters at
close: interspersed clusters, crossing clusters, and nonplanar
clusters.
3.3. Correlation and MDS Approaches. In [8] is described an
HRF based approach for the analysis and visualization of
nuclear/mitochondrial genomic data. That approach is not
genome specific and can be applied to other HRFs.
Figure 13(a) depicts a rendering of the protein/gene 3D
clustering that results from applying the Jensen-Shannon
divergence correlation technique, followed by the MDS tool
of GGobi package, to the HRFs of 1803 proteins from genes
APT,ARGB, andAROA.The existence of three spatially sepa-
rated gene clusters is clearly visible: the “spherical” APT gene
cluster involved by the ARGB cluster and both surrounded
by the more spread AROA cluster. When compared to
Figure 11(a), Figure 13(a) shows distinct regularities regarding
the three genes and their related proteins.
Figure 13(b) displays a rendering of the protein/gene
3D clustering after applying the Jensen-Shannon divergence
correlation technique, followed by the MDS tool of GGobi
package, to the HRFs of 782 proteins from 36 genes (each
represented by at least 15 proteins/isoforms).
In the upper part of Figure 13(b), many gene clusters are
clearly visible, while in themiddle of the figure the clusters are
more spread andmixed.There are also “globular” and “linear”
clusters, as well as regions where no clusters are identifiable.
4. Conclusions
According toMurray et al. [26], in biochemistry the structure
of proteins is divided into four categories as follows:
(1) primary—the amino acid sequence;
(2) secondary—regularly repeating local structures;
(3) tertiary—the protein’s overall shape;
(4) quaternary—a complex formed by several proteins.
In terms of information content, a protein is deriven from
a gene or a group of genes. But even for a single gene, several
distinct protein representations can be generated bymeans of
“alternative splicing,” a process in which symbols that codify
amino acids are manipulated and changed before protein
synthesis. Alternative splicing is one of the mechanisms that
increase the biodiversity of genome encoded proteins [27],
but its implications are still incompletely understood.
Contrar to the DNA, the alphabet of proteins contains
a large number of symbols (∼21) and, although protein
sequence lengths are small when compared to chromosomes,
the number of possible proteins is almost infinite. For the
eukaryotic DNA primary sequence Arneodo et al. [28] have
shown that it contains a multiscale information encoding
and a hierarchical structure (from tens of DNA bps up to
hundreds of millions of DNA bps).
The primary protein sequence also seems to exhibit those
two characteristics: multiscale encoding and hierarchical
structure. Figure 2 shows that, for a sample protein, the
decreasing frequency of 2 tuples is compatible with a PL
pattern (this pattern also occurs for 3 tuples with protein
sequences larger than 8 k amino acids). As PL distribu-
tions have successfully contributed to the modeling of real
phenomena, our main motivation was to apply PL-based
methods to the study of protein sequences in search of clues
for protein multiscale encoding and hierarchical structure.
Using two datasets from the Universal Protein Resource
KnowledgeBase repository, several experiments were
designed and performed, based on the concepts of HRF
and HSRF. Figure 6 shows a structured 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 (𝑎, 𝑏) for the
PL regressions of 30800 HSRF protein sequences from
Dataset 2. Figure 7(a) shows a more structured locus of PL
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Figure 9: (a) Trend-line regression of the locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of 40 genes from 27204 2-tuple HSRFs in Dataset 1. 𝑅2 = 99.0%. (b) Distribution of 𝑅2
goodness of fit values for the PL regression of 40 genes from 27204 2-tuple HSRFs in Dataset 1.
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Figure 10: (a) Trend-line regression of the locus (𝑎, 𝑏) of 1544 genes from 12412 2-tuple HSRFs in Dataset 2. 𝑅2 = 98.9%. (b) Distribution of
𝑅
2 goodness of fit values for the PL regression of 1544 genes from 12412 2-tuple HSRFs in Dataset 2.
regressions for 27204 proteins belonging to 40 genes, with
a closeup of three genes depicted in Figure 7(b) pointing to
a clear gene-protein association. Contrarily, in Figure 7(c)
no organism-protein relationship is noticeable. Another
well-structured 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 (𝑎, 𝑏) of PL regressions for 100 genes
(2463 proteins/isoforms fromDataset 2) is shown in Figure 8.
The “line-oriented” spatial distribution of gene-related PL
regressions depicted in Figure 7(a) (also present in Figures
7(b) and 8) was captured in Figure 9(a) by means of a trend-
line regression of the 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 (𝑎, 𝑏). In that figure the 40 genes
(20204 protein sequences) are clearly line-aligned, most of
them with very high goodness of fit values (Figure 9(b)).
Although Figure 9 is just another way of presenting the infor-
mation contained in Figure 7(a), it facilitates the perception
of the underlying structuring between genes and proteins.
The same phenomena is displayed and verified in Figures
10(a) and 10(b) using 1544 genes (12412 proteins/isoforms)
from Dataset 2.
Figures 11(a), 11(b), 12(a), and 12(b) are the consequence
of another observation: the process of sorting an HRF
into an HSRF transforms the numbering sequence of the
relative frequency bins. In the end of that process we get
two “ranked lists,” one for the HRF another for the HSRF,
and a “distance measure” can be computed between them.
Figure 7(b) has its three-dimensional version in Figure 11(a),
which uses a new locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐), with 𝑐 being the afore-
mentioned “distance measure” parameter. In the vertical
axis of Figure 11(a) (labeled “𝑐”), it is clearly visible that
genes/proteins have another structuring pattern, which can
be confirmed in Figure 11(b). Figures 12(a) and 12(b) are the
three-dimensional extended version of Figure 7(a) and the
vertical axis separation between the color-coded genes is also
noticeable.
In order to test the adopted datasets with another
methodology, it was decided to use the HRF-based approach
described in [8]: HRF calculation from protein sequences,
correlation between HRFs and finally clustering using the
correlation matrix. One equivalent of Figure 11(a) using
the correlation-clustering approach previously described is
shown in Figure 13(a), inwhich the proteins of the three genes
are grouped and the genes themselves are spatially separated
(look at the “shadows on the floor”). Figure 13(b) is similar
to Figure 13(a), with 36 genes and 782 proteins taken from
Dataset 2. With at least 15 proteins/isoforms per gene, in
that figure are visible many gene clusters with distinct spatial
organization.
One of the major benefits of using histograms of 𝑛-tuples
relative frequencies (HRF) for the analysis of variable length
categorical data sequences is that it simplifies the process
of comparing those sequences, making it less dependent
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APT A6V7V8 PSEA7
ARGB Q1AS30 RUBXD
APT B1MCI5 MYCA9
(b)
Figure 11: (a) Locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of genes APT, ARGB, and AROA (1803 2-tuple HSRFs) in Dataset 1—HRF PL regression + Canberra distance.
(b) GGobi made 2-dimensional projection of locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of genes APT, ARGB, and AROA (1803 2-tuple HSRFs) in Dataset 1, with some
proteins labeled.
(a) (b)
Figure 12: (a) Locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of genes 1–20 for 40 genes (1803 2-tuple HSRFs) in Dataset 1—HRF PL regression + Canberra distance. (b) Locus
(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) genes 21–40 for 40 genes (1803 2-tuple HSRFs) in Dataset 1—HRF PL regression + Canberra distance.
on their length. To be a free-alignment method is another
important benefit, because it requires almost no a priori
knowledge about the sequences.
This is the case with chromosomal/mitochondrial
sequences (genome) and amino acid sequences (proteome).
Nevertheless, for amino acid sequences, the large variation
in sequence size (displayed in Figures 4 and 5) may create
difficulties in dealing with HRFs, especially with sequences
smaller than one hundred symbols. With this type of
sequences, an HRF may contain mostly null bins and this
can adversely affect subsequent data processing. This is
the reason why amino acids smaller than 100 symbols
were avoided in our experiments. The open source code of
developed tools is freely available for download.
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Figure 13: (a) Locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of genes APT, ARGB, and AROA (1803 2-tuple HRFs) in Dataset 1—HRF Jensen-Shannon correlation and MDS
3D clustering. (b) Locus (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) of 36 genes (782 2-tuple HRFs) in Dataset 2—HRF Jensen-Shannon correlation and MDS 3D clustering.
4.1. Open Issues and Future Work. One very relevant open
issue is the low availability of good-quality amino acid
sequences in protein repositories like UniProt [29] or sim-
ilar. This issue severely limits experiments involving large
numbers of proteins per gene and proteins per organism,
which are necessary when one is trying to detect and identify
multiscale regularities.
Another challenging issue is the application of the
describedHRF/HSRFmethodology to other protein process-
ing frameworks as a preprocessor for data validation or as a
tool for result verification, just tomention two examples.This
is a promising issue for future research work.
The HRF concept is not limited to the processing of 𝑛-
tuple “successive” symbols, or even to the existence of only
one HRF per sequence. The concept may be generalized,
extended, and applied in novel ways, which we are already
actively researching.
Another interesting open issue is the existence of a
“physical” interpretation of the HRF/HSRF-derived (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)
or (𝑝, 𝑞) parameters and how they relate to measurable
quantities belonging to the problem domain. A good answer
to this question may be the key to improve and increase the
application of HRF methodology in problems in biology and
other related areas.
Abbreviations
HRF: Histogram of relative frequencies
HSRF: Histogram of sorted relative frequencies
PL: Power law.
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